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Summary

A cryogenically cooled liner has been installed within the Bevatron to achieve 10⁻¹⁰ Torr vacuum. Features and performance of this liner are described including achieved pressures, residual gas composition, cryo heat loads, leak rates through moving and static seals, and cool-down and warm-up times.

Configuration

The Bevatron Vacuum Improvement Project was undertaken to achieve a vacuum in the 10⁻¹⁰ Torr range in the Bevatron so that high-intensity beams of very heavy ions (up through uranium) could be accelerated by the Bevatron with minimal loss due to residual gas interactions. The vacuum chamber of the Bevatron, within which the ion beams circulate, has been completely lined with a cryogenic liner cooled to < 12K for 85% of the circumference (Fig. 1 and 2) with the remainder of the circumference at ~80K. A vacuum of ~10⁻⁶ Torr outside of the liner results in no differential pressure applied to the liner. This liner has been described in an earlier paper1 and more extensively in the final report for the project2. A few of the special features are described hereafter.

Three extraction magnets had to be located within the liner. The M1 septum magnet was enclosed in a stainless steel "can" except for the 3mm thick 14 turn septum at ~300K which is directly exposed to the ultra-vacuum. The M2 magnet with its thicker septum, was completely encased in a stainless steel "can". The magnets operate at ~300K but the "cans" are a few 10⁷K cooler by radiation to the surrounding 80K liner. These "warm" magnets account for a significant part of the residual gas load. These magnets "plunge" for each extraction cycle, requiring special shaft cryo-seals as described below.

The P1 perturb/spill magnet has rapid field changes (10 in 1 ms) just prior to extraction which dictate use of laminated transformer steel and prevent use of a "can". The magnet weighs ~4000 pounds and has >7500 square feet of lamination surface area exposed to the ultra-vacuum. The vacuum criteria was satisfied by cooling the entire magnet to ~80K by flowing liquid nitrogen through the hollow copper conductors of the several separate coils and by radiation from the steel core to the surroundings at 80K. This magnet has a shaft cryo-seal which is moved infrequently.

The M1 and M2 septum magnets are supported on 12-inch diameter shafts which penetrate through the liner wall and are sealed by the cryo-seal shown in Fig. 3. The seal has a nominal radial clearance of 1.7 mm, so a small amount of gas can pass directly from the 10⁻⁶ Torr region through this radial clearance. However, most of the gas entering the seal strikes one of the 80K chevrons and is pumped there or at the adjacent 12K surface. In normal operation, the radial clearance will accommodate shaft misalignment during its 0.53 m stroke. However, Teflon rub-surfaces can laterally displace the seal assembly if the shaft should touch it, for example during cooldown.

Large components (e.g. the magnets previously discussed) are located within the 80K liners. Originally, it was planned that the large opening for isolating these components would be closed by welding. Instead, the static cryo-seal shown in Figure 4 was used. Gas molecules entering the seal strike 80K and 12K surfaces on which almost all are pumped. This large "hatch" permits removal of components for major service.

Almost all gas molecules travelling from the SuperHILAC beamline (~10⁻⁶ Torr) toward the Bevatron are pumped on the walls of a 12K section of pipe at the Bevatron entrance. For the Bevatron exit beamline (~10⁻⁶ Torr), the 12K liners pump almost all entering molecules before they can get to the beam circulation region. Thus, isolation foils at the Bevatron entrance and exit have been avoided.

Cryogenic Performance

The 80K surfaces are cooled by liquid nitrogen circuits while the "12K" surfaces are cooled by gaseous helium refrigerated by four CTI 1400 series expanders each fed by two compressors. A typical cooldown cycle is shown in Figure 5 with the second compressors being used below ~100K.

During steady-state operation, the total "12K" heat load is ~150 watts which is easily handled by two of the four expanders with each fed by only one compressor, leaving the other expanders and compressors as spares. In this mode, the supply and return temperatures are 8° and 10°K respectively.

When the Bevatron is to be opened, the cryo systems are turned off and the vacuum is spoiled by dry nitrogen to ~1 Torr to negate the insulating properties of the superinsulation. The cryo liner reaches 273K within 24 hours, except for the P1 magnet which takes several days. The Bevatron is vented to dry air within 16 hours of vacuum spoiling.

Vacuum Performance

A typical vacuum pump-down cycle is shown in Figure 5. The Bevatron is first evacuated by mechanical pumps to 1 Torr in < 1 hour. Then, in a fraction of an hour a large cryoroughing pump reduces the pressure to below 10⁻⁴ Torr. When helium refrigeration drops the temperature below 24°K, the pressure quickly drops to ~10⁻⁹ Torr.

Ion gauges were installed to read the pressure in the North, East and South tangent regions (80K) and, at steady state, typically read 1 x 10⁻⁹, 8 x 10⁻¹⁰, and 5 x 10⁻¹⁰ Torr respectively. The balance of the Bevatron circumference operates at ~10⁻¹⁰ and, if the pressure in these 10K regions is negligible then an azimuthally averaged pressure of 1.2 x 10⁻¹⁰ Torr is inferred.

The azimuthally averaged pressure in the Bevatron has also been estimated by survival of ion beams. 12C⁺ ions were injected into the Bevatron and held at an energy of 7.2 MeVamu. These ions inter-
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act readily with the residual gas so as to lose one or two of the remaining electrons and spiral into the vacuum chamber wall. A half-life of 0.64 s was obtained under these conditions which, based on earlier loss measurements conducted at the SuperHILAC, infers an azimuthally averaged pressure of $6.8 \times 10^{-10}$ Torr. This is an upper-bound estimate since some of the beam loss can be due to causes other than gas interactions. Thus, the ion gauge and ion beam pressure measurements are in fair agreement and indicate an average pressure in the mid to low $10^{-10}$ Torr range.

A residual gas analyzer in the East tangent region (80 K) indicates that the residual gas is primarily H$_2$ and CO with small amounts of O$_2$ and CO$_2$.

**Ion Beam Performance**

Ion beams were accelerated in the new system in February 1982 leading to the acceleration of uranium ions in May 1982. Tuning for the heaviest ions has been facilitated by first accelerating a tracer ion of similar charge to mass ratio (e.g. 56Fe$^{16+}$ for 238U$^{68+}$) and later accelerating the heavier ion with only minor tuning. The tracer ions are even more sensitive to residual gas than are their heavier counterparts and fortunately there have been negligible losses for the tracers as well as the heavier ions, including uranium.

**Bonuses of Cryo Vacuum System**

The cryo vacuum system has proven exceedingly tolerant and has not required the extreme care that is characteristic of most $10^{-9}$ Torr vacuum systems. Some of the surface areas exposed to the vacuum are: (a) 7 x $10^4$ square meters of mylar superinsulation, (b) 650 square meters of printed-circuit boards, (c) 400 square meters of polyester glass plastic, (d) conductive paint, (d) 650 square meters of magnet laminations.

Parts were given only a wipe-down cleaning similar to that for $10^{-5}$ Torr systems. Fingerprints (and even footprints) could be tolerated. The system can be left open to atmosphere for long periods. No bake-out is required. During power outages, the “12 K” surfaces remain cryopumping (<24 K) for at least six hours, with no significant degradation of vacuum.

However, care must be exercised to avoid excessive heat leakage to “12 K” components. Penetrations and joints in the superinsulation were carefully interleaved. The low heat load (150 watts) attests to the careful fabrication and installation of the superinsulation.

**Summary/Conclusions**

Vacuum in the $10^{-10}$ Torr range was achieved and very heavy ions, including uranium, have been accelerated for experimental use, thereby indicating the project’s success. It is doubtful that the required vacuum could have been achieved on a practical basis by any means other than large-scale cryo-pumping.
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![Figure 1. Cross-section of new quadrant liner installed between Bevatron poletips.](XBL 828-10996)
Figure 2. Enlarged cross-section of a portion of the new quadrant liner.

Figure 3. Cryogenic seal for the M1 septum magnet support shaft (12-inch dia.). Seal for M2 shaft is similar.

Figure 4. Cross-section of cryogenic seal for ceiling hatch in East and South tangent liners.

Figure 5. Graph of typical pumpdown cycle showing azimuthally-averaged pressure within the liner (by ion gauge) and the average of helium supply and return temperatures.
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